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Health Care Logistics is your single source resource for all your
pharmacy product solutions with a special focus on bar coding, unit
dose, and error-prevention products. HCL offers an unmatched 
inventory of bin liners for automated dispensing units with new sizes
and styles added regularly. Now in its 29th year serving the pharmacy
industry, HCL is committed to offering unique and hard-to-find™ 
products specifically designed to help you increase productivity, 
efficiency, and accuracy in all aspects of your business. We offer small
package quantities, free samples, and hassle-free returns. And with
most orders shipping the same day, you’ll see results quickly!

www.pppmag.com

Accurately determine
the purity and clarity
of compound sterile
products with the 
IV Inspection Light
Box, now available 
in a new compact
tabletop size for
greater convenience, 
as well as our popular
wall-mount size. This
handy device offers an

uncomplicated method of compliance with pharmaceutical compounding
standards set forth by USP <797>. An essential tool for pharmacists 
during finished preparation release checks, the light box serves as a virtual
assistant in the search for particulate and foreign matter from packaging
components, environmental contaminants, processing, and people. The
attached 4.5” diameter magnifying glass further simplifies and clarifies the
inspection process.

There’s no easier or
more effective way
to enhance safety in
your automated 
dispensing systems
than with Daschner
Bin Liners. Simply
drop in these 
disposable plastic
liners to maintain

clean bins and drawers. Consistency, efficiency and convenience are the
benchmarks of the DBL™ system. DBLs also eliminate cleaning and 
downtime. This easy, cost effective, and reliable method of infection control
is proven to help reduce the possibility of passing along nosocomial 
infections to patients. Available in numerous sizes to accommodate a wide
range of bins, Daschner Bin Liners are a practical solution to infection 
control in pharmacies of all sizes. 

We know error prevention is at the
heart of your business. That’s why
we’ve created a series of unique
solutions that make it tough to get 
it wrong. Differentiate between 
look-alike, sound-alike drugs, color
code medication dispensing bins,
identify high alert meds, and much
more with our simple, effective, and
affordable products. Our Wasp bar
code labeling software gives you the
power to create, print, and label

vials, blisters, oral dispensers, and more. And our new IV bag covers
encourage caregivers to take notice and double-check medications prior
to administration for enhanced patient safety. HCL is your error 
prevention headquarters!

Start — and finish — your unit dose packaging procedures with Health
Care Logistics, the single-source resource for small-volume unit dose 
packaging supplies. HCL’s full line of user-friendly products includes Wasp
bar code labeling software and an impressive selection of unique and
hard-to-find unit dose packaging supplies that eliminate the hassle of
using complicated methods that deliver mediocre results. Our new Extra
High Barrier Blister Block features a 16-blister block design that allows
an entire grid of 16 labels to be applied at once. We have everything you
need to do the job quickly, affordably, and, most importantly, accurately. 

Pharmart is the leading provider of
gifts for the pharmacy professional,
offering exclusive merchandise, rare
collectibles, and practical items for
virtually every interest and occasion.
Providing quality gifts and 
collectibles for pharmacy 
professionals for more than 15

years, we offer a diverse selection of home and office decor, desk 
accessories, fashionable jewelry, fun collectibles, and stylish clothing.
Pharmart can personalize many items and offers gift-wrap too. Gift 
certificates also are available. And Pharmart is part of Gifts for Medical
Professionals, where you’ll find a wide selection for all medical 
professionals. Visit www.GMPgifts.com or call free, 800.276.1109

DBL™ is a trademark of DBL Solution


